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How to run a grassroots kettlebell competition 
 

1. Basic overview 
 
The competition is aimed at beginners to kettlebell sport and involves the 3 main lifts of Jerk , 
Snatch and long cycle for 5 min sets. Competitors can lift in one or more event and use single or 
double kettlebells, for both male and female athletes. 
 
There are no weight classes, just female and male in grassroots, experienced and juniors (16 and 
under). 
 
Scoring is based on points awarded for each kettlebell, its loaded so the higher the weight the 
more points it attracts, simply it is reps multiplied by kettlebell rating. 
 
 

 
Our automated spreadsheet takes care of the arithmetic but for clarity:- 
 
A male lifter competes in Jerks with 2x 16kg bells and completes 63 reps, this would give a jerk 
score of 63(reps) x 2.8(16kg rating) x 2(number of bells) to give a total score of 352.8. 
 
A female lifter competes in Snatch with a 16kg bell and completes 102 reps, this would give a 
snatch score of 102(reps) x 2.8(16kg rating) x 1(number of bells) to give a total score of 285.6. 
 
 
 
 

Kettlebell Weight KG 
Grassroots Kettlebell 

Rating 
8 1 
10 1.45 
12 1.9 
14 2.35 
16 2.8 
18 3.25 
20 3.7 
22 4.15 
24 4.6 
26 5.05 
28 5.5 
30 5.95 
32 6.5 
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We have grassroots and experienced categories based on if they are ranked or scored high in 
major comps this includes GSU, OKSE, IKFF, WKC, Kettaccademy. Organisers to police this to 
keep it fair for the grassroots athletes. 
 
The medals are given out to 1st (gold) and 2nd (Silver) in each grassroots category of jerk, snatch 
and long cycle for female and male also absolute champion (gold) which is the best grassroots 
lifter both female and male on total points scored for the day. Additionally, absolute champions 
(gold) are given to experienced athletes both female and male, again as above judged on total 
points scored on the day. Our medal-winners.doc explains this in slightly more detail and is an aid 
for medal presentation. We also award to Juniors at 16 and under, but due to limited numbers 
competing we have generally awarded just absolute champion medals for male and female in this 
category. 
 
In summary we award grassroots 6x gold, 6x silver (3 each discipline female and male), 2x gold 
absolute champions grassroots (1 each female and male), 2x gold absolute champions 
experienced (1 each female and male), to give a total of 16 medals for your competition. We 
provide the medals at a non-profit rate of £3 per medal, this gives a total outgoing of £48 payable 
to Grassroots, invoiced separately. 
 
In addition, if you have juniors competing you may want to award medals depending upon 
numbers, we have found from experience if you only have one junior enter, we award an absolute 
medal only (again female and male). 
 
Everyone gets a certificate with their results on, these are unique to your club, and your club 
logo/emblem is required for us to produce these. 
 
Judging is relaxed to encourage people (I'll put an explanation regarding relaxed rules), we like to 
encourage all to take part in the judging again no pressure. Hopefully this makes it less 
intimidating for our athletes. 
 
We would recommend an entrance fee of £10 per competitor and this would include entrance into 
all 3 lifts. It also encourages lifters to compete at other events around the country. 
 

2. To host a competition 
 
You will need a venue and some sport bells. 
We will need your club logo/emblem to make certificates and facebook banner. 
You will need some method to pay like paypal or bank details. 
We will supply medals, certificates, spreadsheet to record results, flight list proforma, judging slip 
profor ma, Medal placing proforma, PARQ proforma, grassroots registration proforma, clip boards 
and counters if we are attending. 
Hopefully we have got it down to a ‘competition in a box’, but we learn from every one, and we 
welcome your feedback. 
 

3. Before the event  
 
We can make a registration page on our website for people to fill in to enter  
When filling in the entries sheet we provide (google sheets version) please keep the names in 
order, ladies beginner then ladies experienced, followed by mens beginner, mens experienced 
Keep the flight list the same as the entry list, don't add any rows or columns to the list only fill out 
the coloured fields, and don’t leave any empty rows between category’s for example, as this stops 
the sheet doing its clever stuff. 
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4. On the day  
 
The day works best if you start lifting at 11am, we like people to get there from 10am , flights are 5 
min with 3 min in between, this works well and keeps the day flowing. You can add 10 mins in 
between disciplines but we have found that the guys are ready to lift again when their flight 
appears again. Our Flight-List.doc is something we use and has proved to work well. 
On arrival we like all athletes to complete a PARQ form, emergency contact details and any 
reasons why the athlete would be impaired in the lifting event. 
We will send you some judging slips to fill in. 
You will need access to the google sheets spreadsheet, a laptop and someone to drive it, again 
we have found if the results are input into the spreadsheet as they come in, saves lots of time later 
in the day. Its best to have someone who is not lifting to do this, they will also need to write the 
details on the certificates, this is best done while the event is running to make it fast and smooth to 
get the medals out, again we have found if you put the certificate names in the same order as your 
entries list in google sheets and your flight list it makes life easier when completing details onto the 
certificates. 
We have a sheet to fill in to give the final results, our medal-placings.doc will help in this process, 
we get everyone together and give out the medals, reverse order and ladies first, photos with 1st 
and 2nd for each discipline, and we like to do a photo with all medal winners and then all athletes 
together, take lots of pictures during the day.  
 

5. Grassroots Registration 
 
We are running an online grassroots league, £5 to enter, all scores going into the table, this will 
push towards our end of year event and prize giving we will be looking to provide individual and 
club prizes. Registration can be done on line or at any grassroots event by our registration.doc. 
 
This promotes athletes attending multiple events and builds the competition. 
We are also offering Bronze, Silver and Gold Awards to athletes registered into our league with a 
unique certificate for each milepost achieved, and a unique boxed gold medal for our highest 
achieving athletes. 
 

Grassroots Award Points 
Female Bronze 2000 
Female Silver 2500 
Female Gold 3500 
Male Bronze 2500 
Male Silver 3000 
Male Gold 4000 

 
And not to leave our elite athletes out. 
 

Advanced Award Points 
Female Bronze 3000 
Female Silver 3500 
Female Gold 4500 
Male Bronze 4000 
Male Silver 5000 
Male Gold 7000 
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Additional documents:- 
 
Grassroots PARQ form.doc 
Registration form.doc 
Flight List.doc 
Judges Slip.doc 
Medal Placings.doc 
Google sheets spreadsheet 
Club Certificates 
Bronze, Silver and Gold Award Certificates as required 
 
Above all have a great day, and any questions please ask. 

Grassroots Team 


